Turkey

Turkey's natural beauty, its vast
and varied history, its delicious
food, and friendly people are all a
perfect recipe for a great vacation
tour to Istanbul, Troy, Gallipoli,
Pergamum,
Izmir,
Ephesus,
Kusadasi, Hierapolis, Pamukkale,
Antalya, Aspendos, Cappadocia..
Follow Pinnacle Travel to explore
Turkey, a land of myth, a cradle of
civilizations & a canvas of nature's
most aesthetic bounties...

Enjoy the Exhilarating Packages with Pinnacle Travel!
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Itinerary At A Glance
Depart for Istanbul
Arrive in Istanbul
Istanbul full-day tours
Depart from Istanbul
Arrive Home Destination
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DAY 1: DEPART FOR ISTANBUL (MOB)
Check in at airport for departure flight to Istanbul
DAY 2: ARRIVE IN ISTANBUL (NO MEAL)
Arrive at Istanbul airport, you will be met and transferred to hotel for check-in.
Free at own leisure. (Please note check-in time at most hotels is 14:00 but we will
do our best to arrange early check-in if necessary.)

DAY 3: ISTANBUL (B, L)
Explore Istanbul full-day city tour with a visit to the main historical center of
Istanbul, Sultanahmet with its Roman, Byzantine and Ottoman Monuments .The
monuments to be visited are the Blue Mosque, Roman Hippodrome (Obelisk
of Theodosius, serpent column, brick column, Kaiser Wilhelm II fountain), the
Hagia Sophia, the Topkapi Palace with its Treasury and Sacred Trust sections.
After lunch, visit to the Grand Covered Bazaar. Enjoy shopping for local
handicrafts at reputable shops.
DAY 4: DEPART FROM ISTANBUL (B)
Free time until pick-up from the hotel and transfer to Istanbul airport to catch your
onward flight. (Please note check-out time at most hotels is 12:00)
DAY 5: ARRIVE HOME DESTINATIONA (MOB)
Home Sweet Home!
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Voyage!



Note:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

7.

Minimum number of 2 adults required for FIT packages
All passengers are required to have comprehensive travel insurance coverage prior to the departure of the
tour for the best interest of the passengers’ themselves.
The above itinerary, specified meals and hotel accommodation may be subjected to change in accordance
with the land operator’s final arrangement.
In case of specified hotels are full, we will change to similar or better hotel without surcharge.
All passengers must hold valid travel documents with the least 6 months validity date before expiry in
accordance with the departure date of the tour.
All passengers must have valid entry visa to the country they intended to visit, No refund will be make shall
the passenger be refused to enter the country. For clarification. Please consult our company travel
consultants.
Tour Tipping (wholetrip) for local tour guide & driver: USD$4 per person per day (Applicable to all
passengers including adults and children 2 years or above).

